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This expert report was made as an assignment of the MSc 
program Metropolitan Analysis, Design & Engineering (MADE) 
and is part of a broader independent research project on the 
redevelopment of a future-proof Zeilfort Kudelstaart.  This 
research is carried out by a team of 21 students from the 
Amsterdam Institute for Advanced Metropolitan Solutions and 
is part of the course, Metropolitan Solutions. Given the main 
objective of this course - developing innovative solutions for 
complex urban challenges - the project of Zeilfort Kudelstaart 
offers an ideal case study. Thanks to the cooperation of 
commissioner, M. de Liefde, it has been possible to research the 
complex challenges facing Zeilfort Kudelstaart. We would like to 
thank him for this opportunity. Furthermore, we would like to 
thank ir. K. Peters from Wageningen UR and ir. Y. Chu from TU 
Delft for their supportive guidance during this entire process.

Preface

This expert report examines how the redeveloped iconic 
heritage of Fort Kudelstaart can serve as a catalyst for the 
region. This effect could entail economic impulse, stimulation 
of biodiversity and enhanced cultural and recreational appeal. 
However, the catalyst effect could also have negative impacts 
that need to be guarded against. To examine the impact of 
Zeilfort Kudelstaart’s redevelopment, several elements of the 
catalyst effect are highlighted based on opportunities that the 
broader and local region can provide. These opportunities to act 
as a catalyst are translated into concrete interventions that are 
applicable to Zeilfort Kudelstaart. 
In the area of accessibility, several short-term options for shuttle 
services, external parking spaces in the neighbourhood of the 
Zeilfort, and adaptive parking design are discussed. In addition, 
there are opportunities for a Mobility as a Service hub at the 
Zeilfort and waterborne transportation in the long term. For an 
ecological impulse, insect hotels, wildflower meadows and bird 
nesting sites are recommended. This will benefit biodiversity 
throughout the region. On the economic front, opportunities 
for a local food network, boat trips from the MRA, and package 
deals with other forts in the Stelling van Amsterdam are explored. 
Lastly, this report provides a roadmap with timeframes in which 
these interventions should be implemented. This roadmap 
shows that there is a viable strategy for Zeilfort Kudelstaart to 
act as a catalyst for the region whereby in particular physical and 
economic impact can be made.

Executive Summary
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Fort Kudelstaart is a unique location within the Defence Line 
of Amsterdam. However, the fort was neglected and not 
accessible to the public for years. In the last few years, a plan to 
redevelop the Fort and its harbour into an icon for water sports 
has evolved. Located next to the Westeinderplassen, this is a 
location that is ideally suited for this purpose. Given that the 
Fort's UNESCO status can make it a great addition to the region, 
this report will focus on how Zeilfort Kudelstaart can act as a 
catalyst for development for the region. Not only the economic 
impact but also the social value of the fort in terms of cultural 
heritage, ecology and the prevention of negative side effects 
must be examined. These side effects include risks of nuisance, 
disruption of nature or pollution (Tu, 2020). The redevelopment 
of the fort will have an impact on a larger scale, therefore it is 
important to study the catalyst effect properly. 
Based on regional and local characteristics, interventions will be 
proposed that together form a strategy for Zeilfort Kudelstaart 
to have a positive impact within the Amsterdam Metropolitan 
Region. The strategy consists of interventions and advice on 
their feasibility. In addition, the time frame is also considered 
in determining the strategy. The strategy will be incorporated 
into a roadmap for the proposed interventions. The roadmap will 
be divided into three phases. Some interventions are possible 
before the redevelopment, during construction and after 
renovation. In addition, advice will be given on at what point the 
proposed interventions can best be implemented. 

In this report, we distinguish between three levels of scale. 
The first and smallest scale includes the site and the fort itself. 
Secondly, we investigate the local impact of the redevelopment. 
By local, we refer to the municipality of Aalsmeer. Thirdly, we 
discuss the regional impact, referring to the Metropolitan Area of 
Amsterdam (MRA). This definition of the regional scale is chosen 
because of the ambition of the province of North Holland to 
develop the Westeinderscheg, in which Zeilfort Kudelstaart 
is located (Stam & Swart, 2021). The goal is to expand the 
Westeinderscheg into a ‘blue-green lung’ for the Metropolitan 
Area of Amsterdam. Zeilfort Kudelstaart will therefore focus 
primarily on visitors from the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area.

To work towards the goal of this research, a 'top-down approach' 
is used. In practice, this means starting with an analysis of the 
regional and local environment. Hereafter, the challenges and 
opportunities in this environment are identified. Based on the 
qualities and characteristics of the MRA and Aalsmeer, certain 
interventions are then proposed for Zeilfort Kudelstaart to 
become a catalyst for the region. Thereafter, we reverse this 
approach by examining how these interventions affect the 
region, to describe the catalyst effect.
To investigate what the most appropriate interventions are, we 
pose the following research question:

What is the best strategy for Zeilfort Kudelstaart to become a 
catalyst for the region?
Several sub-questions follow from this research question. 
1.    What are the economic, environmental and spatial 
characteristics of the region?   
2.    What are challenges and opportunities for Zeilfort Kudelstaart 
to act as a catalyst for the region?
3.    What interventions should be applied to Zeilfort Kudelstaart 
to act as a catalyst for the region?  
As stated before, the strategy will be incorporated into a roadmap 
that will advise on the implementation of the interventions. 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Definition of scale

1.2 Research Approach

Figure 1: Structure of the report's main body, which starts 
after chapter 3

1.3 Report Structure
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This section explains the concepts and theories used in this 
expert report. First, the catalyst effect and its spillover effects 
are defined. Then, the elements that could contribute most 
to Zeilfort Kudelstaart’s potential to act as a catalyst for the 
region are indicated. Lastly, the coherence of these elements is 
elaborated upon using a conceptual model.
  

Bohannon (2004) describes the catalyst effect in urban settings 
as projects, landscapes or buildings that can revive urban 
development and the urban fabric through different series of 
projects. The catalyst effect can lead to major developments 
in the region, such as stimulating economic revitalization, 
developing or strengthening cultural identity and promoting 
public participation (Sun, Li & Huang, 2019). In addition, the 
redevelopment of heritage can attract tourists, residents, and 
creative businesses to an area (Duijn, Rouwendal & Boersema, 
2016).

As a guideline for this research on the UNESCO heritage site 
of Fort Kudelstaart, a framework by Gorter (2019) is used. This 
framework was adapted from research by Verheul (2012, 2013), 
TFCC (2015), Evans (2003) and Doucet & Van Weesep (2011) 
and classifies the catalyst effect of iconic projects into three 
types of impact: economic, physical and sociocultural. Gorter 
(2019) describes the physical impact as stimulating urban 
development, place making and making the area more (visually) 
appealing. The economic impact considers factors such as an 
increase in business activity and employment growth. Lastly, the 
socio-cultural impact includes elements such as city branding, 
creating a symbol for the area and building social cohesion in 
a community.

The theoretical framework by Gorter (2019) focuses on the 
physical impact of iconic projects. The description of the 
physical impact of the catalyst effect consists of urban (re-)
development, infrastructure, residential and commercial 
property and the creation of a more appealing view of the area 
(Gorter, 2019). However, the physical impact in this framework 
does not include ecology as an element. In this expert report, the 
ecological impact will be added to the physical impact, as Zeilfort 
Kudelstaart could be part of complex ecological networks and 
biodiverse ecosystems due to its location. 

Ecology is added to Gorter's (2019) framework given that it is 
such an important element of the physical environment. The 
landscape structure of the Netherlands is extremely dissected 
as a result of the ever-expanding network of infrastructure in 
the country. Spatial fragmentation divides the natural ecosystem 
and impedes the connection between and among species. As 
a result, the population development of plants and animals is 
limited and can lead to inbreeding. This has a negative influence 

2. Theoretical Framework 

2.1 Catalyst effect in the built environment

2.2 Type of impacts from the catalyst effect

2.3 Addition of ecology to the framework

on population fitness and increases the risk of extinction 
(Reed et al., 2002). Reduced landscape diversity and increased 
fragmentation of habitats have resulted in a loss of about 80% 
of the original biodiversity in the Netherlands (Notenboom 
et al., 2006). Therefore, the Netherlands has recognized the 
importance of creating ecological networks or green corridors 
since 1990 (Jongman, 1995). These ecological networks aim to 
create coherence in nature conservation by connecting natural 
landscapes. 

When developing iconic projects, it should be considered that 
these areas could be part of ecological networks, especially when 
they are in the natural landscape. These smaller steppingstone 
areas are therefore contributing to the effect of sustaining 
biodiversity on a larger scale. Therefore, the physical impact 
catalyst effect should not only be about human development 
but should also consider the natural catalyst effect. 

Moreover, ecology also plays an important part in the perception 
of an environment. Bohannon (2004) calls the environment a 
"perceptual factor" of the catalytic effect. How one perceives the 
environment affects the catalytic effect, people feel attracted or 
repelled by an area. Both the appreciation of an environment 
and the importance of creating ecological networks contribute 
to the catalyst effect (Bohannon, 2004). 

There is a wide range of elements that can contribute to the 
catalyst effect in an urban setting, such as the establishment 
of convention and exhibition centres (Luo & Lu, 2010), using 
culture as a social catalyst (Ferilli, Sacco, Tavano Blessi & 
Forbici, 2017) or the construction of a new railway station (Jiwei, 
2006). However, not every element applies to the specific case 
of Zeilfort Kudelstaart. A selection of relevant elements for 
Zeilfort Kudelstaart was made that could put the catalyst effect 
in motion. It should be mentioned that other factors could 
contribute to the catalyst effect of the Fort. However, given the 
commissioner's priorities and the timeframe for this research, 
it was decided not to investigate more elements in this report.

The selection of elements for this research on Zeilfort 
Kudelstaart consists of accessibility, economic impulse and 
biodiversity stimulus. These elements are referred to as building 
blocks for achieving a catalyst effect. Together, these elements 
predominantly generate physical and economic impacts on the 
region. The choice to exclude elements that explicitly have an 
impact on the socio-cultural field was deliberate since Expert 
Group 3's research already focuses on the social inclusion of 
residents. Therefore, while it is recognized that the sociocultural 
impact of the catalyst effect is relevant, it was excluded in this 
expert report. 

The next section elaborates further on how these selected 
building blocks contribute to the catalyst effect. 

2.4 Building blocks for the catalyst effect 
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Bohannon (2004) describes how so-called ‘functional factors’, 
such as accessibility, are crucial for triggering the catalyst 
effect. Hill (2016), who developed a model for the sustainable 
development of heritage assets, also mentions accessibility as 
a crucial component. The close link between accessibility and 
increased economic activity is substantiated in urban planning 
science (Paez 2004; Bertolini, Curtis & Rene 2012). Furthermore, 
high vehicle movements lead to increased air and noise pollution 
because of excessive fuel combustion (Quadrelli & Peterson, 
2007). Improved accessibility can reduce this amount of vehicle 
movements and therefore have a positive influence on the 
region. Hence, to examine the economic and physical impact 
of the Fort on the region, it is important to include accessibility 
as an element.

To assess the economic impact of the catalyst effect, business 
opportunities in the region are assessed. There are possibilities 
of attracting visitors, but also of how local entrepreneurs can be 
involved in the developments around the fort. Heritage reuse 
is widely considered to provide many benefits both socially 
and economically (Sun, Li & Huang, 2019). Iconic projects can 
serve as a landmark for a region. Increasing a region's name 
recognition will increase economic activities in a region, as 
hotels, businesses or restaurants are more likely to locate to an 
area (Sun, Li & Huang, 2019). This leads to new functions and 
amenities in the neighbourhood. For this reason, heritage reuse 
as an economic impulse was chosen as a building block.

Biodiversity refers to a wide range of aspects, including species 
and their natural habitats, as well as the contributions of the 
ecosystem structure that supply goods, outcomes and services 
to support human existence – ecosystem services (Taylor & 
Hochuli, 2015). Examples of these contributions include the 
provision of a good or product (e.g. food and raw materials ), 
regulatory services (e.g. pollination of crops and purification 
of air) and cultural services (e.g. natural areas for recreation) 
(Notenboom et al., 2006). To limit ecological fragmentation 
of species, Zeilfort Kudelstaart should investigate interventions 
that stimulate biodiversity. When the importance of ecological 
networks is not recognized and biodiversity is not stimulated, it 
could hamper the ecological impact of the physical environment. 
Therefore, improving biodiversity is considered a building block 
that is part of the physical impact of the catalyst effect.

2.4.1 Accessibility

2.4.2 Economic impulse 

2.4.3 Biodiversity stimulus

2.5 Conceptual Model
The model in figure 2 visualises the interrelation between 
the building blocks, the catalyst effect, and its impacts. The 
building blocks on the left are derived from a contextual 
analysis of the local and regional environment. They form the 
basis for developing interventions at the fort that could trigger 
the catalyst effect and thus have an impact on the local and 
regional environment. In addition, the model visualises that 
the elements chosen for this research are part of the broader 
framework behind developing a catalyst effect and are not the 
only elements existing.



Figure 2: Conceptual model of the catalyst effect
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This section describes the methods used to gather information 
and answer the leading research questions for this report. To 
examine all elements for a potential catalyst effect and propose 
relevant interventions, the following research methods are 
central to our research.
● Academic literature review
● Policy review
● Expert and stakeholder interviews
● Data mapping
● Research by design
The first and second sub-questions are primarily answered by 
policy reviews from the province, an academic literature review 
and expert interviews. The most important objective was to 
find the right information in all the documents that have been 
provided that could contextualize the region. Hereafter, this 
information was juxtaposed with expert commentary and 

academic literature, allowing for the identification of the general 
challenges and opportunities for the redevelopment of Fort 
Kudelstaart as a catalyst for the region.
The third and last question is also based on the same research 
methods. However, it is complemented with information 
derived from data mapping and research by design to develop 
the appropriate interventions. These interventions in turn serve 
as a basis for the developed strategy in the form of a roadmap 
that depicts the time frame in which these solutions should be 
applied. 

3. Methodology
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The regional and local characteristics of Zeilfort Kudelstaart are 
described in this section.

Project initiator (Kwartiermaker) of the Westeinderscheg, Marlies 
Swart (personal communication, May 29, 2021), explained how 
the Province of Noord-Holland envisions the future of the 
Metropolitan Area Amsterdam. The Westeinderscheg should 
be developed into a green-blue lung from Amsterdam to the 
Westeinderplassen and serve as a counterpart to ongoing 
urbanization. The ambition is to form a robust recreational 
landscape within the Westeinderscheg. Robustness means 
that the area does not become fragmented due to different 
functions in the area and interrupted connections. Water is 
the main characteristic of the Westeinderscheg, since there are 
many bodies of water in the region. Other characteristics include 
the cultivation of ornamental flowers as well as the Amsterdam 
Forest (Amsterdamse Bos) in the north of the area.

Surrounding the Dutch capital of Amsterdam is a defensive 
ring of 46 forts and a large number of dikes and sluices: the 
Stelling van Amsterdam. The Stelling van Amsterdam has been 
on the UNESCO World Heritage list since 1996. A large part of 
this monument is open to the public, making it a major tourist 
attraction in the region.

Aalsmeer has always had a great reputation in the field of flower 
culture. The flower auction is one of the main attractions in 
the municipality and has therefore long been a determining 
factor for the positive image of Aalsmeer. The reputation of 
Aalsmeer has hardly suffered in recent decades due to the shift 
from the primary production of flowers to the trade in flowers. 
However, the image of Aalsmeer is a bit 'diffused', as stated by 
the municipality in 2009: internationally the area is associated 
with flowers, but in the Netherlands, it has no clear character. 
In 2007 the famous flower parade left the area and in 2010 the 
Endemol studio also left. Therefore, a new image for Aalsmeer 
is needed. The municipality states that this identity should focus 
on both flowers and water sports (Gemeente Aalsmeer, 2009).

4. Context

4.1 Regional analysis

4.1.1 Metropolitan Area Amsterdam

Figure 3. Metropolitan Area Amsterdam 
(Municipality of Amsterdam, 2020)

4.1.2 Stelling van Amsterdam

4.1 Local analysis
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The following section will assess the challenges regarding the 
redevelopment of Zeilfort Kudelstaart.

The redevelopment of Zeilfort Kudelstaart could bring about 
a change in traffic generation for which appropriate measures 
should be taken. The mobility consultants of Goudappel 
Coffeng (2020) conducted a traffic analysis based on four peak 
scenarios. To start, the venue has no extensive connection to 
the road network. It is merely accessible through one road, the 
Kudelstaartseweg, which has a traffic light-controlled one-way 
system in the southbound direction. Besides this, the nearest 
public transit station is a twenty-minute walk away, making the 
site rather car-dependent for inbound medium-haul travellers. 
On the other hand, the site is well accessible by bicycle and 
over the water for shorter-haul travellers. Despite these limited 
infrastructure connections, Goudappel Coffeng (2020) does 
not foresee any intolerable conditions. Even during peak events, 
the road network is considered capable of keeping traffic 
handling times below the norm. The maximum expected traffic 
generation is 490 movements, which includes both outward 
and return journeys, as well as drop-offs. This number should 
thus not be confused with the parking demand at the Fort. With 
regards to the parking demand, the highest expected number of 
parking spaces demanded is 194 during the busiest scenario of 
a congress. On an average weekday, this number is substantially 
below these peaks. 

In general, the traffic study shows that serious circumstances 
with disruptive consequences are not likely to occur. However, 
care should be taken at all times to maintain the peace and 
quietness in which the adjacent residents currently reside. Traffic 
is best managed if the number of transport movements around 
the fort is limited to the minimum amount necessary.

The Municipality of Aalsmeer (Gemeente Aalsmeer, 2016) 
requires the commissioner to incorporate 0.6 parking spaces per 
hotel room and 0.6 spaces per boat berth, which amounts to a 
total of 260 compulsory parking spots on site. According to the 
plans of the commissioner,  ±235 of these spots will be provided 
with an underground parking garage. The remaining ±25 spots 
will be located on the ground level outside the fort. Although 
even the busiest peak hours are expected to demand 66 spots 
less than the obliged capacity (Goudappel Coffeng, 2020), the 
municipality imposes these requirements nonetheless. Based 
on this, it can be considered quite likely that this will lead to 
overcapacity of parking spaces if the municipal advice and 
standards are strictly followed. 

Furthermore, despite the relatively timid traffic predictions of 
Goudappel Coffeng (2020), the high parking capacity may give 
the impression of constant high traffic flows, which might worry 
surrounding citizens of Kudelstaart or the town of 

5. Challenges

5.1 Traffic generation

5.2 Overcapacity of parking space 

Aalsmeer. In addition, research shows that convenient parking 
conditions motivate and facilitate car use (Christiansen et al., 
2017; Weinberger, 2012; Pandhe & March, 2011), while the car is 
not necessarily seen as a sustainable means of transport for the 
future (Rodrigue, 2020). 

In addition to the above-mentioned consequences of realizing 
260 parking spaces, the construction of such an underground 
structure also has severe consequences for the biodiversity and 
ecological systems at the site. The inner dike section of the fort 
is being excavated to 2.0 m -NAP for this construction (Mol, 
2021). The NAP is the reference height or level to which height 
measurements in the Netherlands are related. After construction, 
the top of the parking garage will be 1.0 m +NAP (Mol, 2021). 
This development could lead to the following challenges which 
should be mitigated. Firstly, due to the construction of the 
parking garage, multiple trees need to be cut down. This poses 
challenges to biodiversity and decreases the carbon uptake 
of the area (Van der Laan, personal communication, June 1, 
2021) Therefore, it is important to consider replanting these 
trees. Secondly, introducing just one type of tree back into the 
landscape could lead to problems such as tree diseases that 
could kill all the trees on the island. It is therefore important 
to create a polyculture of different types of trees. Lastly, since 
the soil gets replaced, planting non-native species should be 
avoided to eliminate the risk of creating monocultures.

Another challenge for the parking garage is the current 
construction of the fort itself. Given that the fort is built upon a 
concrete base, it is not possible to build into the foundation for 
the underground parking. The design of the parking garage must 
take this into account and build around this concrete foundation.

Elseragy and Elnokaly (2018), focusing on the combination 
of heritage use and economic activities state the following: 
“The heritage sector finds itself in a  state of competition with 
other sectors, also with socially favorable objectives, such as 
transportation”. When combining different functions with the 
heritage of the fort, it can be challenging to find the right 
balance. 

In addition, due to the fort's UNESCO status, careful consideration 
must be given to what interventions are possible. The original 
state of the fort should not be affected by the realization of new 
development. This is one of the reasons that the parking garage 
is determined to best be placed underground, thus maintaining 
the original aesthetics of the site. Architect Serge Schoemaker's 
designs must make a clearly visible distinction between the 
traditional building and the intended new extension. 

5.3  Impact of underground construction

5.4  Heritage reuse
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The Netherlands’ position within the delta of four main European 
river basins lends itself to having a high natural potential. The 
location and landscapes of these rivers, especially the Rhine and 
the Muse, have international significance in terms of biodiversity. 
However, due to the dense population of the country and 
a vast majority of land allocated to agriculture, there is stress 
placed upon natural areas thus leaving them utterly small and 
isolated from each other. (Notenboom et al., 2006). Therefore,  
biodiversity in the Netherlands continues to decline under 
the pressures of pollution, urban development and landscape 
fragmentation. Reduced landscape diversity and increased 
fragmentation of habitats have resulted in a loss of about 80% 
of the original biodiversity in the Netherlands (Notenboom et 
al., 2006).  As explained by expert ecologist Franke van der 
Laan (personal communication, June 1, 2021) as well as being 
mentioned in the theoretical framework, the landscape structure 
of the Netherlands is extremely dissected as a result of the ever-
expanding network of infrastructure in the country. 

On the regional scale, the province of Noord-Holland is 
confronted with different landscape challenges. These spatial 
challenges are: housing, accessibility, attractive landscape for 
businesses and corporations, CO2 and soil subsidence, energy 
transition, climate adaptation, recreation and tourism, agricultural 
transformation, nature and ecology, circular economy and smart 
landscape (INTENS, 2018). All these challenges require space 
and could conflict with biodiversity conservation.  For example, 
the historical openness of landscapes within the MRA region 
has been significantly restricted by urbanisation largely owing 
to the construction of infrastructure such as roads and railways 
(Notenboom et al., 2006). 

Furthermore, the canalisation of streams and the clearance of 
natural vegetation for improved drainage function threatens 
nesting sites and habitats of the Common Kingfisher (BirdLife 
International, 2021). Typically, these small fishing birds create 
underground burrows in naturally occurring banks of rivers 
or lakes. However, this is no longer possible if waterways are 
subject to development due to urbanisation. 

Zooming into the area of Zeilfort Kudelstaart itself, there 
are several green structures located on the roof of the fort, 
surrounding the fort on the embankments and the walls 
surrounding the fort. These green structures consist of a diverse 
range of trees, bushes and grassland. Since the topsoil consists 
of sand, there are several special dune plants and sand bees that 
grow and live at the Fort and in the Stelling van Amsterdam. 
Specific information on these species can be found in Appendix 
III. 

5.5  Ecological fragmentation
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There are two main challenges for the parking garage: more 
parking spaces need to be realized than necessary, and the 
underground construction of the fort poses specific limitations. 
There are certain areas where construction cannot take place. 
However, these two challenges also present opportunities. 
Fencing off certain unused areas of the parking lot presents 
the possibility to use these spaces for other functions. The 
underground "barriers" of the underground construction provide 
the opportunity to distinguish certain parts of the parking garage 
from one another.

As mentioned before, research by Sun, Li and Huang (2019) on 
the impact of heritage reuse shows that economic development 
can be accelerated regionally through the revaluation of 
traditional sites. According to Elseragyand and Elnokaly (2018), 
economic regards within the heritage discourse are increasingly 
placed before social,  political,  cultural or even aesthetic values. 
In our research area, there also seems to be an enhanced 
economic effect for local entrepreneurs and other businesses. 
Research focused on the hospitality function of Zeilfort 
Kudelstaart found the following: due to the transformation into 
a hotel, new investments will take place which will benefit the 
value of real estate in the area. According to this research, the 
municipality considers the area near the water as promising 
for the development of overnight accommodations (Bureau 
Stedelijke Planning, 2020).
The Stelling van Amsterdam provides a unique opportunity 
to promote the prosperity of biodiversity on several scales. A 
unique aspect of the Stelling van Amsterdam is its ability to 
provide the necessary ecological connections through blue and 
green corridors. The plants and animals are attracted by the 
quietness, protection and diverse living environment compared 
to the intensively used agricultural land in the area. Historically, 
the landscapes of the areas encompassing these forts were very 
open. This was a result of tactical defence mechanisms used 
by the Dutch military in which the surrounding lands would 
be purposefully allowed to flood to create natural barriers for 
protection from enemy forces (UNESCO, n.d.) The open natural 
landscape is one of the conditions of ‘Outstanding Universal 
Value’ which is part of the UNESCO world heritage status. Here, 
the uniqueness of the Stelling van Amsterdam is not necessarily 

6. Opportunities
This section examines the possibilities for Zeilfort Kudelstaart 
to address the aforementioned challenges based on the 
characteristics of the fort and surrounding area. 

Considering the local and regional analysis and the envisioned 
identity of the fort, the use of water seems to be one of the 
most obvious options for alternative transport. According 
to several studies regarding water transport, water is one of 
the most promising infrastructures as it requires less energy 
and its carrying capacity is considerably higher than the road 
network (van Duin et al., 2014; Hanley, 2020; Municipality of 
Amsterdam, 2020). Furthermore, the transport of both people 
and goods would take place out of sight of the neighbours 
living in the immediate vicinity of the fort, therefore, causing 
less inconvenience to them. Lastly, the water offers additional 
territory to organise recreational activities sparking extra 
economic impulses.

Another approach to reducing the number of vehicles travelling 
to the fort is to encourage vehicle sharing and shuttle services. 
Particularly with congresses, attendees tend to come from the 
same departure point, such as offices, airports, stations and 
hotels. These are all locations where shared modes of transport 
are viable. Additionally, the plans of the province to extend the 
Noord-Zuidlijn until Hoofddorp (Swart, personal communication, 
May 29, 2021) increases the possibility of more transport hubs.

6.1 Connection to the water

6.2 Shared transport

6.3 Adaptive design

6.4 Heritage reuse
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in the forts themselves, but also in the landscape, including water and water management of the region (UNESCO, n.d.). The landscape 
is not only culturally rich but also ecologically diverse (Van der Laan, personal communication, June 1, 2021). The Stelling van Amsterdam 
gets its unique ecological character due to the use of sand as a topsoil layer on the fort. As described by Van der Laan, the Stelling 
van Amsterdam provides an island of sand in a sea of peat. By using the Stelling van Amsterdam as a “green line” for biodiversity, the 
uniqueness of the dune sand at these locations provides a chance to regain and expand the biodiversity in the region.

To regain biodiversity it is important to understand which plants and species are native to the area. Planting non-native plants could 
drastically impact ecosystems and their functions. Non-native plants could grow without hindrance and displace native plants, thereby 
creating monocultures (Jeschke, 2014). Historically, the vegetation on and in the surroundings of the fort was purposefully designed 
by the military for multiple functions (Lamers, n.d). For example, a plantation of Poplars, Willows and Elms along the fort moat 
provided camouflage by allowing the fort to blend in with its surroundings (Lamers, n.d). Elms were mainly used on the throat side and 
(Canadian) Poplars were planted around the entire fort on the glacis (Lamer, n.d). A more detailed overview of the plant species native 
to the region is given in Appendix III. 

6.5 Stelling van Amsterdam as an ecological catalyst
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Various species benefit from the natural landscape of the Stelling 
van Amsterdam for example, migratory and breeding species 
of birds. The East Atlantic Flyway, stretching along the western 
coastlines of Europe and Africa, is an extensive network of staging 
and wintering sites for migratory birds (Van Roomen et al., 2017). 
Considering the location of the Stelling van Amsterdam and its 
proximity between the Delta Coast and the Waddenzee, it is a 
likely stopping point for migrating birds to rest, feed and breed. 
Fort Kudelstaart is the only fort of the Stelling van Amsterdam 
located at the Westeinderplassen and therefore provides for a 
unique setting for biodiversity. Migrating birds can stop along 
their migration and populations can thrive due to the abundance 
of nutritional resources of the Westeinderplassen. 

The area of Zeilfort Kudelstaart could offer opportunities 
to connect the fragmented habitats of species and thereby 
strengthen the ecological network. If adequate measures 
are taken, the loss of biodiversity can be mitigated. Although 
these suggestions are at a local scale, every intervention counts 
toward making a positive impact to the larger regional and 
national scales. The interventions aim to increase biodiversity by 
reintroducing native plants or providing a place where animals 
can breed and rest on their migration path. As depicted in 
Figure X, the fort islands of the Stelling van Amsterdam provide 
unique pockets of nature which, if properly optimized, can form 
larger ecological connections to help combat the falling rates 
of biodiversity. 

This section builds on the opportunities that were assessed in 
the previous section. For each of the building blocks mentioned 
in the theoretical framework, a set of concrete interventions that 
could be applied to the Fort in the short or long term is listed.

This section describes the interventions that could be applied to 
make the Fort less car-dependent and generate fewer transport 
movements, as well as making the correlated design of the 
parking garage more resilient for the future. The proposed 
interventions vary from short-term interventions that can be 
implemented almost immediately to longer-term interventions 
that are built on expected future scenarios. Besides having 
a direct impact on the site itself, these interventions are also 
geared towards benefitting the broader region.

The solutions described in this section are solutions that would 
be applicable immediately once the project is realised and could 
even be applied if events with many visitors were to be organised 
before the renovation of the fort starts. 

Public transport shuttles 
Since Zeilfort Kudelstaart is not accessible by a direct public 
transport connection, providing shuttles to larger public transit 
stations would be a relatively easy, sustainable and short-
term solution. As can be seen in figure 3, the train stations of 
Hoofddorp and Schiphol Airport are close to the Fort. This 
option will be even more interesting when the extension of the 
Noord-Zuidlijn is realised, as this will improve the connection 
of these stations to the city center of Amsterdam. Besides that, 
shuttle connections to Amstelveen Westwijk and the central 
bus station of Aalsmeer could be established to improve the 
accessibility of the Fort through public transport.

External parking facilities 
During larger events, the parking garage on the terrain of the 
Fort may face capacity problems. When this situation occurs, 
there is an option to park in the direct area for visitors that are 
not willing or not able to use public transport. In this situation, 
visitors could, after optionally using a Kiss and Ride near the Fort, 
park their car at assigned parking lots and walk or take a shuttle 
to the Fort. The assigned parking lots are selected to minimize 
parking nuisance for the neighbourhood and to combine 
forces with already existing shuttle routes of the municipality 
of Aalsmeer. Figure 4 shows the route of the already existing 
shuttle bus in Aalsmeer (in yellow) and indicates the locations of 
the selected parking lots. We have reached out to the owners of 
these parking lots to establish a partnership. Dutch Flower Group 
has committed to work with Zeilfort Kudelstaart and provide 
parking space if needed. Table 1 presents information about the 
selected parking lots and provides an update on the status of the 
partnership with the owners of these parking facilities.  

7. Solutions

7.1 Accessibility

7.1.1 Short-term solutions 
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This section builds on the opportunities that were assessed in 
the previous section. For each of the building blocks mentioned 
in the theoretical framework, a set of concrete interventions that 
could be applied to the Fort in the short or long term is listed.

This section describes the interventions that could be applied to 
make the Fort less car-dependent and generate fewer transport 
movements, as well as making the correlated design of the 
parking garage more resilient for the future. The proposed 
interventions vary from short-term interventions that can be 
implemented almost immediately to longer-term interventions 
that are built on expected future scenarios. Besides having 
a direct impact on the site itself, these interventions are also 
geared towards benefitting the broader region.

The solutions described in this section are solutions that would 
be applicable immediately once the project is realised and could 
even be applied if events with many visitors were to be organised 
before the renovation of the fort starts. 
Public transport shuttles 
Since Zeilfort Kudelstaart is not accessible by a direct public 
transport connection, providing shuttles to larger public transit 
stations would be a relatively easy, sustainable and short-
term solution. As can be seen in figure 3, the train stations of 
Hoofddorp and Schiphol Airport are close to the Fort. This 
option will be even more interesting when the extension of the 
Noord-Zuidlijn is realised, as this will improve the connection 
of these stations to the city center of Amsterdam. Besides that, 
shuttle connections to Amstelveen Westwijk and the central 
bus station of Aalsmeer could be established to improve the 
accessibility of the Fort through public transport.

External parking facilities 
During larger events, the parking garage on the terrain of the 
Fort may face capacity problems. When this situation occurs, 
there is an option to park in the direct area for visitors that are 
not willing or not able to use public transport. In this situation, 
visitors could, after optionally using a Kiss and Ride near the Fort, 
park their car at assigned parking lots and walk or take a shuttle 
to the Fort. The assigned parking lots are selected to minimize 
parking nuisance for the neighbourhood and to combine 
forces with already existing shuttle routes of the municipality 
of Aalsmeer. Figure 4 shows the route of the already existing 
shuttle bus in Aalsmeer (in yellow) and indicates the locations of 
the selected parking lots. We have reached out to the owners of 
these parking lots to establish a partnership. Dutch Flower Group 
has committed to work with Zeilfort Kudelstaart and provide 
parking space if needed. Table 1 presents information about the 
selected parking lots and provides an update on the status of the 
partnership with the owners of these parking facilities.  

7. Solutions

7.1 Accessibility

7.1.1 Short-term solutions 



Figure 4: Public Transport shuttles to the Zeilfort

Figure 5: Additional external parking spaces and shuttle routes around the Zeilfort
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figure 6. underground boat winterization in Pennsylvania, USA (Brady’s Bend, 2021) figure 9. drive-thru art gallery in New York, USA (Google, 2021)

figure 7. underground farming in Paris, France (Google, 2021)   
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Adaptive design of the parking garage
The uncertainty about how people will exactly access the fort in 
the future, demands an adaptive design of the parking garage. 
To avoid the risk of possibly leaving large areas of the parking 
garage unused, our expert group came up with a proposition 
for a new design. Our proposal for the parking garage is a 
multifunctional space that can be adjusted based on parking 
needs. By placing folding doors at the proposed locations, the 
parking garage can be at full capacity during peak events, while 
being used for other functions during quiet moments. In this 
design (as shown in figure 10), the loading and unloading area 
next to the elevator is always accessible. The parking spaces also 
do not obstruct the delivery trucks, so that delivery of goods 
remains possible even when the garage is full. In this design, 
the parking garage also still has 239 spaces, while 25 spaces 
are available outside. In this way, a total of 264 parking spaces 
remain available on the island. In a future scenario where less 
parking space would be required and all the adaptive spaces are 
used, there are still 124 parking spaces available in the garage.

The following pictures are reference images of underground 
parking spaces that have been transformed into another 
function. These pictures serve as an inspiration of what the 
adaptive spaces could look like and show that these functions 
are feasible within underground parking.

figure 8. goods storage on deployable shelves in Milan, Italy (Pinterest, 2021)

 Location Owner Capacity Status 

P1 Beethovenlaan 
120  

Municipality ~ 260 No Contact 

P2 Dreef 7 Municipality ~ 240 No Contact 

P3 Magnolia 11 Dutch Flower Group ~ 350 Partnership 

P4 Legmeerdijk 313 Royal FloraHolland ~ 850 In Progress 

P5 Uiterweg 155 Municipality ~ 30 Partnership 
 

 

Figure 5: Status of cooperation with external parking spaces 

 Table 1: Status of cooperation with external parking spaces
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Stimulate alternative modes of transport
The use of alternative transport modes will reduce the fort’s 
car dependency when targeted interventions are applied. This 
transition is likely to occur steadily over time, also due to external 
policy regulations and the mobility transition. However, it would 
be wise to encourage this transition from the start. Accessing 
the fort other than by private car parked on-site should be 
stimulated. If guests arrive by bike, with a shuttle service, public 
transport or on foot, they could be offered a reward. This could 
be in the form of, for example, a free boat tour or a discount on 
the next stay or a free breakfast.

These strategies combined should lead to a decrease in vehicle 
movements towards the fort. This of course stimulates peace 
and quietness at the fort itself, but these measures also have 
a positive impact on the local and regional environment. A 
reduced number of transport movements, for example, leads 
to a reduction in pressure on the surrounding road network. 
In addition, less fuel combustion also reduces air and noise 
pollution.

The design of the parking garage must consider the layout othe 
conference room above it. For example, storage for the kitchen 
in the garage could be well connected to the kitchen itself via 
an elevator. Below ground, items from the restaurant could 
be stored, dishwashers could be located, and items could be 
delivered. 

Given that the parking garage entry is sloped downwards, there 
is also a possibility to store things on this slope. In the design, 
cabinets could be placed here. Another possibility is to use 
these walls to depict the history of the fort and the surrounding 
area. By placing transparent cabinets, things could be displayed 
here that tells a small part of the history of the fort. These kinds 
of functions are more often applied in public locations in the 
Netherlands, such as in Utrecht Central Station or the Noord/
Zuid Lijn in Amsterdam. In this way, the parking garage can add 
to the educational function that the fort has. 

For nature-based options, one could also look at a function 
that enhances biodiversity or vegetation. For the restaurant, 
vegetables could be grown that require little or no daylight, 
such as oyster mushrooms, chicory (Belgian endive) or other 
root vegetables. At Fort Hoofddorp, there are nests of bats in 
corridors, where they can rest and breed. This could also be 
applied to a part of the garage at Zeilfort Kudelstaart, to provide 
bats with a nesting space. The grilles of the ventilation shafts 
can be removed, allowing bats to enter. However, the question 
is whether an adaptive space is suitable for this, given that these 
nests might impede a rapid transformation of the parking space.
The revised European Energy Performance of Buildings Directive 
(EPBD III) requires the installation of charging infrastructure 
for electric vehicles in the built environment. Utility buildings 
(buildings not intended for residential use) with more than 20 
parking spaces on the same site must have at least one charging 
point installed from 2025 onwards. The building owner can 
decide how many charging points to install in total, depending 
on the need for them (Rijksoverheid, 2021). However, there 
are many regulations in the construction of charging stations, 
for example in regards to fire safety. The installation of these 
electric charging stations is custom work. Our advice is therefore 
to consult a specialized installer who can properly assess what 
the best options are. 
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Figure 10 . adaptive design of the parking garage
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In addition to the above-mentioned interventions that can 
be realised almost immediately or in the short term, there 
are also interventions for the longer term. The success of the 
interventions is to a greater or lesser extent dependent on policy 
by governments or other external factors, so they cannot yet 
be implemented immediately. These foreseen interventions are 
based on recent trends in mobility solutions and are expected to 
become applicable to the fort in the near future.

Mobility as a Service (MaaS)
The first proposed long-term intervention for the fort, as soon 
as it appears to be applicable, is participation in Mobility-as-a-
Service (MaaS) platforms. This is a concept where people use 
vehicles on-demand through an application, rather than owning 
one privately. This is facilitated by numerous companies that 
own, maintain and provide these vehicles within their so-called 
service areas or at a designated hub. Nowadays, these service 
areas and hubs are mostly situated within urban cores, but recent 
developments of these applications indicate that these are likely 
to expand more and more towards the suburban regions. 

When this starts to become more significant, the adaptive 
parking garage could facilitate spaces for shared (e-)cars, (e-)
bikes and other modes of shared transport. The fort could then 
be incorporated in the service area of such a platform or become 
a MaaS hub. 
This concept has already been worked out in Van der Valk hotels. 
Van der Valk guests can make use of a new form of sustainable 
mobility. Amber hubs have been opened at various locations 
in the Netherlands where all guests have the opportunity to 
reserve an electric Amber car or e-bike. This could allow the fort 
to capitalize on the trend of shared mobility. 

To adequately anticipate these developments, close monitoring 
of the activities of the major companies in this sector is advised. 
Their service areas might expand towards the municipality of 
Aalsmeer or they might seek a new location for a MaaS hub. 
The most renowned vehicle-sharing companies as of today are 
listed below.

E-scooters
● Check
● Felyx
● Go-Sharing

E-cars
● Sixt Sharing
● ShareNow
● Fetch
● MyWheels
● Amaze
● Greenwheels
● Amber

People transport over water
The next promising means of transportation to connect the fort 
to the broader region is via the water. However, before the fort 
can be connected to the MRA properly, it is depending on the 
realisation of the Drechtdoorsteek (which connects the river 
Drecht to the Westeinderplassen), or the reopening of a set of 
locks on the Ringvaart (Swart, personal communication, May 
29, 2021). If this were to take place, the travel time by water 
to Amsterdam and its surrounding area would be significantly 
reduced. This would in turn open up possibilities to set up a 
self-initiated tour through the Westeinderscheg or to enter into 
a cooperation with one of the many shipping companies in 
Amsterdam. These shipping companies may be forced to move 
their market out of the inner city because of planned licence 
reductions (RTL, 2021). This will be elaborated further in the 
Economic Impulse section. 

Goods logistics over water
In light of reducing the nuisance for directly adjacent residents, 
the transport of goods over the water is a highly appealing 
solution. Loading and unloading of goods for the restaurant and 
hotel could then take place next to the trailer ramp. However, 
direct delivery of parcels by water is not yet widely offered by 
transport companies. Nevertheless, this logistics activity is being 
increasingly studied (Hanley, 2020) and the Municipality of 
Amsterdam also has plans to transport more logistics by water 
(Municipality of Amsterdam, 2020).  The Amsterdam Logistic 
City Hub (n.d.), for example, is currently under construction. This 
logistics centre, located in Westpoort on the outskirts of the city, 
will function as a transhipment centre from where all goods will 
be transported into the city centre by various means of transport, 
including by boat (Amsterdam Logistic Cityhub, n.d.). Now, this 
location is rather remote from the fort and would therefore not 
be a logistically convenient transhipment point, but it is certainly 
not inconceivable that in the future such a logistic hub would be 
realised around a place like Schiphol. 

Should this solution sound appealing, the creation of an 
independent transfer point for the fort could be considered. 
For example, a warehouse could be rented at the edge of the 
Westeinderplassen. All the parcels could then be delivered to 
this warehouse, whereafter they could be sailed back and forth 
to transport these goods to the fort. However, this solution may 
not be economically feasible. 

Next to the on-site benefits of these above-mentioned 
solutions, these longer-term interventions also contribute to 
the catalyst effect. By implementing these solutions, the fort 
becomes a showcase for innovative mobility solutions in the 
region. Furthermore, these interventions could make the fort 
a transfer point for the local community towards the region 
and the Westeinderscheg. For example, people could cycle to 
the fort and transfer to a boat for exploring the region. This 
function is currently lacking in the development of the green-
blue corridor (Stam & Swart, 2021). 

7.1.2 Long-term solutions 
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The Stelling van Amsterdam can also play a role within these 
regional initiatives. In addition to the restaurant and hotel 
function, a collaboration with local (food) entrepreneurs could 
be established. In 2019, the Voedsel Verbindt Foundation 
was founded. This network unites various parties within the 
Amsterdam Metropolitan Area to work together and strengthen 
existing food networks. In this regional partnership, government 
parties, educational institutions, and citizen initiative platforms 
come together to create a strong regional food network. In 
Fort Resort Beemster there is already cooperation with local 
entrepreneurs to use food from the region (Groen & Ten 
Brummelhuis, personal communication, June 9, 2021). Zeilfort 
Kudelstaart, with its catering and hotel function, is also an 
excellent candidate for this. The fort can strengthen its status as 
a showcase for the region by further focusing on the regional 
identity of the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area. With this, the 
redevelopment of Zeilfort Kudelstaart can work as a catalyst 
for the developments in the local food network that has been 
developed since 2006 (with the initiative Proeftuin Amsterdam 
by the municipality of Amsterdam). Zeilfort Kudelstaart is located 
in a region with a lot of (greenhouse) agriculture, so regional 
cooperation could be a way to involve local entrepreneurs. 

Zeilfort Kudelstaart's location at the Westeinderplassen makes 
it unique compared to the other forts in the Defence Line of 
Amsterdam. This allows the fort to offer something that sets 
it apart from other locations. According to Marjolein Groen, 
Program Manager for the Defence Line of Amsterdam, Zeilfort 
Kudelstaart has the potential to become the second most visited 
fort of the Defence Line of Amsterdam, after Fort Pampus (Groen 
& Ten Brummelhuis, personal communication, June 9, 2021).  
The position of Zeilfort Kudelstaart could be strengthened even 
more if there were good cooperation with other forts. By offering  
'package deals', visitors could visit several forts, thus offering a 
unique cultural heritage experience. There are already some 
ideas about utilizing a ferry connection between Fort Aalsmeer 
and Zeilfort Kudelstaart (Stam & Swart, 2021). This could give 
an impulse to the cooperation between forts to highlight the 
unique quality of each location. 

The uniqueness of Zeilfort Kudelstaart is also mentioned by the 
Ladderonderbouwing from Bureau Stedelijke Planning (2020). 
“Many hotels in the area are large in size and relatively new. 
Zeilfort Kudelstaart touches precisely the target groups that 
are looking for more characteristic, unique hotels, for example 
in a historic building, instead of the many uniform 'boxes' that 
are located in the area. There is no other hotel in the area with 
a comparable hotel concept in such a building with cultural-
historical value. That makes the hotel development distinctive, 
unique and attractive for the region”. Focussing more on the 
catering and conference aspect of Zeilfort Kudelstaart related 
to the region, there will be a considerable expansion of needed 

space for catering and meeting facilities. Both the analysis of 
catering densities and a distribution planning calculation (DPO) 
indicate this. 

This makes the redevelopment of Zeilfort Kudelstaart interesting 
and relevant for diverse types of visitors. In general, the following 
distinction can be made:

● Residents: the restaurant, bar and sailing café at Zeilfort 
Kudelstaart will mainly be aimed at villagers, residents from the 
nearby area and water recreationists. They are the primary target 
group.

● Tourists: Due to the development of the tourist transfer 
point (TOP) and the location near walking and cycling routes, a 
substantial part of the visitors will also consist of tourists.

● Business: The business and conference visitors can be 
regarded as another important target group for the hotel and 
facility function of Zeilfort Kudelstaart. According to a regional 
demand study for Hotel de Zwerm in Aalsmeer, there is a high 
demand for meeting facilities, partly due to the location near 
Schiphol and Amsterdam (ZKA Consultants, 2017). A partnership 
with large conference centers in Amsterdam, for example the RAI, 
could be made as well. The combination of unique heritage and 
water makes Zeilfort Kudelstaart interesting for presentations, 
business dinners and accommodation is a relaxing environment 
(Moens, personal communication, May 29 2021). 

Boat tours
The possibility of arranging boat tours from Amsterdam should 
be investigated further in the future. In Amsterdam, many 
permits for tour boats will probably no longer be issued, so these 
boats could look for a different route. A new system of temporary 
permits from the municipality aims to open up Amsterdam's 
canal cruise sector to new businesses (RTL, 2021). The route 
along the Westeinderscheg towards the Westeinderplassen 
could be a pleasant alternative for this. A requirement for this is 
the reopening of several bridges and locks between Amsterdam 
and the Westeinderplassen. This can be arranged quite easily 
and is something the province would be able to invest in (Swart, 
personal communication, May 29, 2021).  After reopening this 
route, agreements could be made with shipping companies 
in Amsterdam to dock at Zeilfort Kudelstaart. Examples of 
companies that might expand their services to the outer region 
of Amsterdam:

● Rederij de Nederlanden
● Smidtje Luxury Cruises
● Friendship Amsterdam
● Starboard
● Private Boat Tours
● Rederij Kooij
● Lovers
● Rederij de Vaarderij

7.2 Economic impulse
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According to the Living Planet Index (LPI), the loss of biodiversity 
can be mitigated if adequate measures are taken. Therefore, 
the following solutions are proposed to help the development 
of Zeilfort Kudelstaart to best contribute to the restoration of 
biodiversity. 

Wildflower meadows
Wildflower meadows have a high biodiversity value in 
comparison to grasslands. Planting meadow-like vegetation 
in urban spaces or areas with urban functions such as hotels, 
restaurants, or convention centres could contribute to creating 
new habitats by increasing plant diversity. Moreover, wildflower 
meadows don’t only enrich the plant diversity, but also attract 
other animals like birds, insects, and small vertebrates (Beard 
and Green, 1994, Aldrich, 2002). Accordingly, these meadows 
are part of complex ecosystems that are vital for the planet 
and our existence on earth. These new habitats can be easily 
duplicated in urban space to mitigate the effect of human 
activities that have damaged the natural landscape due to urban 
development. The idea is to revegetate urban impaired soil 
with visually appealing wildflower meadows, while increasing 
biodiversity, creating habitats, and conserving the local flora. 
Research showed that the amount of bumblebees is higher in 
flower meadows compared to grasslands (table 2) (Blackmore, 
2014). Moreover, these wildflower meadows have relatively low 
management costs (Bretzel et al., 2016). In urban sites, seed 
mixtures containing a high percentage of native and exotic 
herbaceous flowering plants have been successfully used 
(Bretzel et al., 2016).)

TABEL !!!!

The sowing of the wildflower seeds should be done between 
spring and early summer or in the fall. It is important that these 
wildflower meadows are located in a quiet space, and left mostly 
untouched to stimulate pollination, the existence of insects 
and other natural activities. As explained in the master plan of 
Zeilfort Kudelstaart, the left part of the fort will be designated as 
the quiet space, where the hotel rooms are located. Therefore, it 

is suggested that these wildflower meadows are planted at that 
specific location. It is also advisable that the largest area possible 
is assigned for the vegetation of wildflowers. 

These wildflower meadows not only have a positive effect on 
the environment but could also serve social values by involving 
the community in managing the site. Activities could range 
from mowing to the collection of seeds. It furthermore offers 
opportunities for education on nature studies and art lessons. 
Moreover, reintroducing wildflower meadows and exposing 
visitors to nature and green spaces could improve mental and 
physical wellbeing (Aerts et al. 2018, Taylor & Hochuli 2015).  To 
conclude, the environmental, social, and physical wellbeing of 
visitors could be enhanced by the reintroduction of wildflower 
meadows in the redevelopment plans of Zeilfort Kudelstaart.

7.3 Biodiversity stimulus

 
 

  
Density of floral units 
(flower/m2) 

Bumblebee density 
(bees/m2) 

Hoverfly density 
(files/m2) 

Grasslands 3.62 0 0.00 

Wildflower 
meadows  90.6 0.23 0.65 

 

Table 2. Densities of floral units,  bumblebees, and hoverflies in urban sites sown with wildflower seeds versus paired grass control plots. Adapted from (Blackmore, 2014)
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Native plants
Furthermore, it is critical to introduce native plant species to the 
fort island. This will allow the plants to thrive in their natural 
environment and also provide safe and secure sites for nesting. 
The current status of greenery on the island is overgrown 
with highly invasive species such as Blackberry bushes, Thistle, 
Nettle and other weeds. A key intervention when replanting 
after construction of the parking garage is filtering the soil to 
ensure the roots of the invasive plants are entirely removed. As 
explained by expert ecologist, Franke van der Laan (personal 
communication, June 1, 2021), this will eliminate the threat of 
such aggressive and detrimental plant species from returning 
and overtaking the land once again. It also proves to be a 
sustainable option for recycling the sandy ground material that 
is already present at the site, as opposed to removing the old 
sand by truck or boat and later delivering new containers of 
fresh ground material. In addition, the use of some types of 
native plants can prove to be particularly beneficial. For example, 
Rhododendrons not only produce aesthetically pleasing flower 
blossoms and remain green year-round, but they also provide 
shelter for smaller animals or birds to hide. A more detailed 
overview of the native plants found in the region is given in 
Appendix III.

Animal interventions
Connecting various sections of nature to form greater 
ecological networks is indeed a major target for halting the 
loss of biodiversity. Therefore, consideration for safe locations 
for animal species to thrive, breed and rest during migration is 
also critical. To encourage wildlife to inhabit the natural areas 
surrounding the fort, it is paramount that they feel safe and 
secure there. Interventions such as providing designated areas 
for birds and other critters to build their nests promotes this. The 
loss of native vegetation due to urbanization and development 
has presented problems for migrating and breeding birds (James 
Reynolds et al., 2019). A more detailed overview of the animal 
species found in the region is given in Appendix III..

Artificial nesting sites
Avian habitat loss caused by land-use changes such as residential 
housing, business development, and transport infrastructure is 
a topic of growing concern. Interest has gained momentum 
among biologists over the past twenty years. Particularly 
regarding how urbanisation influences the individual health, 
breeding performance, and survival of birds. 

As indicated by Van der Laan (personal communication, June 
1, 2021), the introduction of artificial nesting opportunities on 
the island and surrounding embankment of the fort could have 
an immensely positive impact on biodiversity (re)generation 
- especially after the planned major construction phase is 
completed. Nestboxes, artificial nesting platforms and burrows 
are widely provided for birds to ensure a secure location for 
optimal breeding conditions (James Reynolds et al., 2019). 

Since Zeilfort is located on the Westeinderplassen, a variety of 
waterfowl are present including the Eurasian Coot and Great 
Cormorant. These species are highly specialised for swimming 
and diving however, they are vulnerable on land. The provision 
of artificial nests in the form of floating islands or rafts would 
be beneficial for both the birds and Zeilfort. The rafts provide 
a designated and undisturbed area for nesting and breeding, 
therefore contributing to population increases. The rafts also 
have the potential to hamper the amount of birds nesting in 
undesirable places; such as on mooring docks or boats. Rafts 
can be made from repurposed wood, like fallen timber or utility 
poles. Without any extra maintenance, timber will eventually sink 
low in the water allowing nature to take its course and sprout a 
floating garden. This is highly attractive to nesting wildfowl. Rafts 
should also be anchored to prevent them from drifting away. 
These nesting rafts are ideally deployed in water 0.5-5m deep 
and roughly 6m from shore (Williams et al., 2013).

Similarly, nesting platforms erected on utility poles and nesting 
boxes mounted on trees are also options for increasing bird 
activity. However, due to the limited number of tall trees 
expected on Zeilfort island these interventions may be less 
viable. Ultimately, the supplies needed for constructing such 
nesting options are simple, cost-effective and accessible. Yet, 
artificial nesting sites have shown to be contributing factors in 
stimulating population growth which subsequently promotes 
biodiversity (Williams et al., 2013).

Insect hotels
To stimulate biodiversity of declining population insects, different 
insect hotels can be incorporated in the redevelopment plans of 
Zeilfort Kudelstaart. Insect hotels will serve as a nesting area for 
solitary bees, hibernation areas for a range of insects and as 
food for insects that eat rotting vegetation such as woodlice. 
These insects are a vital component of our ecosystem services 
as they are responsible for the pollination of our flowers and 
food crops and are an integral part of our food chain (Mak & 
Garg, 2018). Moreover, these insects are responsible for the 
decomposition of organic matter which is essential to maintain 
soil fertility (Mak & Garg, 2018). By promoting their presence in 
natural areas in an urban context, we can successfully decrease 
the number of threatening pests without the use of harmful 
chemical pesticides that may pollute the environment and cause 
self-inflicted distress to other species. 



Figure 11. Impression of wildflower meadows at Zeilfort Kudelstaart
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Figure 12. Impression of wildflower meadows at Zeilfort Kudelstaart



Figure 1: Conceptual model of the catalyst 
effect

figure 13. Roadmap of Zeilforts strategy towards acting as a catalyst for the region
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8. Synthesis and Conclusion

This report aims to assess the possibilities for Zeilfort Kudelstaart 
to act as a catalyst for the region. To propose interventions, the 
local and regional characteristics were first analysed. The local 
and regional challenges and opportunities were described and a 
set of interventions has been listed for each of the elements that 
contribute to achieving a catalyst effect. In this last section of 
the report, these interventions are synthesized into a roadmap, 
which serves as the strategy for Zeilfort Kudelstaart to determine 
the order in which these interventions should be applied. 

The roadmap distinguishes three phases in which the interventions 
should be carried out. Phase 1 entails the immediately applicable 
solutions. These interventions are relatively low in effort and can 
be of immediate value in strengthening the catalyst effect even 
before the renovation of the fort has started. Phase 2 includes 
solutions that can be achieved once the renovation of the Fort 
has been set in motion. Phase 3 consists of all the solutions that 

could be implemented after completion. These solutions will take 
more time and effort to complete. The roadmap indicates with 
lines when certain interventions are already possible. However, 
this differs from the moment an intervention is recommended 
for actual implementation. The recommended moment is 
indicated when the intervention is fully colored in the roadmap. 
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Phase 1
In the area of mobility, some results were achieved during 
the writing of this report. Dutch Flower Group has agreed to 
make their parking spaces available to the commissioner when 
there are events at the fort. This is therefore an immediately 
applicable solution. By setting up a shuttle service or arranging 
other means of transportation such as e-bikes, people from the 
surrounding area could easily reach the fort from these parking 
lots. In addition, the shuttle service of the municipality could 
also be utilized. This shuttle service only needs to adapt its route 
slightly to pass by the fort and the parking lots of FC Aalsmeer 
and De Waterlelie; meaning that the fort can host many people 
even before building the planned underground parking lot. 
Moreover, there are possibilities to set up a shuttle service from 
certain public transport points. By facilitating vans or (e-)bikes at 
the fort, people can reach the fort from hubs such as Hoofddorp 
station, Westwijk metro station, or the Hortensiaplein bus stop. 
Although shuttle service could already be made available in the 
short term, it may be wise to wait with this given that large groups 
of visitors are not yet expected at the fort. For this reason, the 
shuttle service is marked with stripes in the roadmap. 

Improved accessibility has lowered the logistical barrier to 
coming to the fort, which could increase the number of visitors. 
The region will benefit from the increase in visitors to the iconic 
heritage site through the increase in economic activities (Sun, 
Li & Huang, 2019). For example, people will eat out in the area 
or visit stores in Aalsmeer. The shuttle services will also reduce 
the traffic pressure on the neighborhood. Certainly, residents 
next to the fort will be less affected by a large influx of cars, 
noise and air pollution. After all, less traffic will have to pass 
along the Kudelstaartseweg. The fort can position itself as an 
important location within the Westeinderscheg due to improved 
accessibility. As people can reach the fort by boat, car, and public 
transport, the site becomes an attractive transfer point for the 
region. People can use Zeilfort Kudelstaart as a starting point, 
resting point or endpoint to explore the Westeinderscheg and 
the Westeinderplassen. 

The Fort could already make its mark economically through the 
rental of sups and boats. The upcoming escape room also offers 
opportunities for this. For the second product of this research, 
contact has already been made with a sup rental company from 
the region, which is willing to cooperate with Zeilfort Kudelstaart. 
Hereby, local entrepreneurs are involved in the developments 
around the fort. 
In terms of ecology, some solutions can be applied prior to 
the redevelopment of the fort. By placing insect hotels, various 
insects can safely settle on the island, which increases the 
biodiversity. This will benefit the entire region since the settling 
of insects will improve flower pollination in the entire area.  
Moreover, by placing the insect hotels in visible places on the 
island, visitors can learn about the different insects in the region 
and how they influence the ecosystem. 

Phase 2
The second phase of the roadmap describes interventions 
that can be realized during the redevelopment of the fort. The 
adaptive underground parking garage should be built when 
the construction starts. The parking garage can fulfil multiple 
functions due to its design, with the enclosed spaces via folding 
doors. Boats, bicycles or items for the conference rooms could 
be stored in the garage. In addition, the parking garage can fulfil 
an ecological function, for example by growing mushrooms 
underground. These mushrooms could in turn be used in the 
fort's restaurant. 

Boat and SUP rentals could continue during the renovation since 
they will be out on the water and therefore not affected by the 
construction work. However, consideration will need to be given 
to how the boats and SUPs can be reached and not be hindered 
by or interfere with the construction work. 

Phase 3
The third phase discusses interventions that are applicable after 
the renovation of the fort. The upcoming developments around 
the Westeinderscheg will increase the possibilities for Zeilfort 
Kudelstaart. The proposed crossing that will connect the river 
Drecht (the Drechtdoorsteek) with the Westeinderplassen could 
be a huge addition to water sports in the area. It will make the fort 
more accessible from major cities, which increases the potential 
to attract more people. The Drechtdoorsteek will also shorten the 
round trip from Amsterdam to the Westeinderplassen by about 2 
hours (Meerbode, 2019). Zeilfort Kudelstaart can play into these 
developments by enabling more transportation of people over 
water. The transport of goods by water will also become more 
feasible after the Drechtdoorsteek. The Ring Canal (Ringvaart) 
could also be used when the locks are opened (Swart, personal 
communication, May 29, 2021). Both DHL (Hanley, 2020) and the 
Municipality of Amsterdam (2020) are already investigating the 
possibilities of making more transport by water more feasible. 
This will contribute to relieving traffic on the Kudelstaartseweg. 
Shipping companies from Amsterdam could be approached to 
enable the transport of people by water from the capital. This 
gives visitors and tourists the chance to escape the crowded 
city and explore nature in the Westeinderscheg. The fort could 
function as a Mobility as a Service hub (MaaS). Van der Valk hotel 
already offers MaaS through the company Amber, which could 
serve as inspiration for Zeilfort Kudelstaart. By offering (e-)bikes 
or (e-)cars, the fort could further strengthen its position as an 
important hub within the Westeinderscheg. 

Economically, there are many opportunities from the fort due to 
its unique location. The historical heritage will be able to serve 
as an attraction for the region. Other entrepreneurs can benefit 
from this, as more visitors will come to the area. In addition, local 
businesses can be linked to the fort through food; as is already 
the case in Fort Resort Beemster, where food from the region is 
served. Through the Voedsel Verbindt foundation, this regional 
cooperation with entrepreneurs could be further elaborated; 
increasing the regional identity of the fort. In addition, forts of 
the ‘Stelling van Amsterdam’ could better collaborate and create 
package deals to highlight the unique qualities of each fort. This 
cooperation can be further improved by a ferry boat between 
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Fort Aalsmeer and Zeilfort Kudelstaart. 
The fort island can be a catalyst for the main ecological structure 
by creating nesting sites for birds. These include migratory and 
breeding species of birds. The dry parts within the moat of the 
island contain grassland vegetation and shrubs. Different birds 
can already be found here, but the environment for them can 
be improved by creating more breeding places such as rafts, 
nest boxes and platforms. After the heavy initial construction 
of the fort, the area will be a lot quieter. This creates an 
opportunity to plant wildflower meadows, since these need 
to be mostly untouched to stimulate pollination. Wildflower 
meadows will improve biodiversity throughout the region, 
for example by attracting bumblebees to an area. Wildflower 
meadows, therefore, have a higher biodiversity value compared 
to grasslands (Blackmore, 2014). These meadows attract birds, 
insects and vertebrates to an area (Beard and Green, 1994, 
Aldrich, 2002). 

These ecological solutions do not only have an environmental 
function but can also serve a social function. The management 
costs of nesting rafts and wildflower meadows are both very 
low (Bretzet et al., 2016), but they can involve the community 
in maintaining the site. Such interactions with nature have 
also shown to provide benefits for human mental and physical 
wellbeing (Taylor & Hochuli, 2015). The residents in the region 
will have an opportunity to contribute to Zeilfort Kudelstaart and 
strengthen their relationship with the site. Furthermore, these 
local interactions allow for human-wildlife engagement to act 
as a unique opportunity for raising conservation awareness 
(James Reynolds et al., 2019).  The nature in the area offers many 
possibilities for education on ecology, which aligns with the 
educational function of the UNESCO heritage. All of this adds 
up to the fact that the fort is a unique location that could serve 
as a catalyst for improving the region's main ecological structure. 

In conclusion, the redevelopment of Zeilfort Kudelstaart is likely 
to enhance its catalyst effect by following the recommendations 
of this roadmap. Applying the interventions in the above 
proposed time frame of three phases is considered the most 
appropriate strategy for doing so. However, given the time and 
opportunity constraints associated with this as an assignment 
from the university, it was not feasible to calculate additional 
costs and check any necessary permits. Hence, it might be 
necessary to conduct further research into these issues for some 
of the interventions before they could be implemented.
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• Greening of the roof is a strict set of timely processes to 
prevent leakage

• “is economic prosperity the focus or can it just be restored 
for the purpose of showing it off?” - Will, on fundamental 
reasoning for developing a Fort/Heritage site

• Muziek for has their own (sustainable) water filtering 
system - there were originally no sewage systems built in 
the forts 

• Ouessant sheep: friendly, easy/low maintenance, self 
sufficient, take the same route so they end up making 
sheep trails.

• Grass is important to consider. there are hundreds of 
different types of grass for different purposes

• sheep don‘t eat all types
• cow grass is separate from horse, sheep and sport (lawn) 

grass
• He uses a self mixed blend of seeds from white clover, 4 

types of grass and herbs.

A P P E N D I X  I I

m r s .  G r o e n e v e l d
M U Z I E K F O R T

NOTES FROM INTERVIEWS

Themes important on climate resilience nature  
• can catch and store water 
• counterbalance water shortages  
• and reduce emissions of greenhouse gasses. 

Tree types 
• Poplars 
• Willows 
• Elms 

 
Plants used as defence  

• Hawthorns 
• Blackthorn 
• Elder 
• Roses 
• Linden 
• Horse Chestnuts 

 
Potential plants 

• Sandblue Order 
• Dune Stars Association 
• Wild Thyme 
• Creeping Stable Herb 
• Hazepoot 
• Ordinary Lamb‘s  

m r .  v a n  d e r  L a a n
M E E R B O M E N . N U

• Lettuce  
• Field Speedwell. 
• Bulbs 
• Wild unions- daslook, kruilook  
• Maarts viooltje 
• Margriet  
• Poppy’s 
• Yellow mustard 
• Teunisbloem  
• Boterbloem  
• Koninginnenkruid 
• Torches  
• Mottenkruid  
• Stalkrood 
• Zwartetorches  
• Leeuwenbekje 
• Vlasleeuwenbekje   

 
Bad plants /weeds  

• Bramen 
• Dauwbramen  
• Kleefkruid  
• Distel  
• Speerdistel 
• Akkerdistel  
• Brandnetel  

 
Good plants 

• Reukgras 
• Roodzwenkgras 

 
Animals 

• Frogs 
• Birds 
• Bats   

INTERVIEW SUMMARY 
 
Biodiversity: 

• “Island of dune sand in a sea of peat” - why the grounds 
of the Fort are so unique and this should be highlighted 
and brought to the forefront of nature education for the 
region 

 
• Sand bees, special dune plants which grow here at the 

Fort and in the Stelling van Amsterdam. Its culturally rich 
but also ecologically diverse. 

 
• Ecological main structure (Ecologische hoofdstructuur) 

helps connects species to encourage biodiversity. Because 
the NL is so “sliced up” this also divides the connections 
between and among species and there becomes 
interbreeding (?) 

 
• Every species has its own migration patterns. It is crucial 

to provide these “connectivity lines” and make islands 
where these organisms (animals and plants) can breed, 
feed, rest and multiply.  

 
• “sea of peat” can be built into an “ecological pearl” 
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m r s .  S w a r t
V I N U  -  P R O V .  N O R T H  H O L L A N D

 
• Temporarily cutting the trees is not a major negative 

effect, as long had we provide a good plan for replanting. 
 

• Franke would like to try to cut the oak trees (in fall) and 
replant in spring. This will cause minimal harm to the tree 
but will also be a huge project to do this with trees so 
large. Very expensive 10-20k euro per tree. 

 
• Stelling van Amsterdam acts as a “green line” for 

biodiversity, the uniqueness of the dune sand at these 
locations provides a chance to regain and expand the 
biodiversity in the region. 

 
• “nature deserves to be helped a little bit” 

 
Impact of climate resilience 

• There is salinization happening  
• Minute 00:18:30 he explains the NAP, sea levels and tides 
• Irregularity of climate: more droughts and floods 

  
Interventions: 

• “put the fort in the bigger picture” 
• Opportunity to open the eyes of the citizens that only 

think in money, to see the inspirational value and 
importance of nature.  

• Make an aquarium… 
• Filter soil to remove all the tree roots so you don’t get new 

seedlings 
• “structural reorganization of the vegetation” 
• Breeding pile for snakes 
• Kingfisher nest 

 Specific species: 
• Flowering plants all year round 
• Wesps and bees 

• Introductie Marlies Swart – Rol als kwartiermaker 
• Westeinderscheg is van belang voor Rijnland vanwege 

Groen/blauwe structuur die het van nature al goed heeft. 
Zowel bos, polder als water.  

• Marlies zet nu sessie op om voor Westeindescheg te 
bepalen wat de identiteit is en denken over toekomstper-
spectief  

 
Wat is de ambitie?  
• Groene long vanuit Amsterdam naar Westeinderplas als 

contra van de verstedelijking.  
 
Wat bedoel je met robuust?  
•  Van waarde, niet kwetsbaar, niet uiteenvallend. Op dit 

moment erg versnipperd.  

• Met infrastructurele aanpassingen kan gebied meer 1 
geheel worden 

• Westeinderscheg is voor iedereen.  
 
Wat maakt Westeinderscheg uniek? 
• Verschillende karakters, water als drager van het gebied.  
• Maar wel behoud van die verschillende karakteristieken.  
 
Wat voor soort recreatie? 
• Hardlopen  
• Wandelpaden  
• E-bike routes 
• Varen  
•  
• Subsidie beschikbaar voor betere bereikbaarheid.  
 
Bosstrategie  
• Vanuit Park 21 naar Westeinderscheg.  
 
Wat voor ervaring? 
• Gebied ontdekken  
• Mensen uit de omgeving hier gaan recreëren 
• Vooral omwonenden dus en niet zo zeer internationale 

toeristen 
 
Economische activiteiten  
• Gekenmerkt als beschermde status, niet alles mogelijk  
• Pluk tuin  
• Recreatie en toerisme 
• Type toerisme 
• Nachtje blijven slapen  
• Geld kunnen uitgeven 
• LIB contour – Schiphol. Geeft aan waar wel en niet ge-

bouwd mag worden.  
 
Welke zou je willen mijden?  
• Oude glastuinbouw kassen opruimen – in ruil daarvoor 

recreatiewoningen creëren. 
• Voorheen was er een ruimte voor ruimte regeling  
 
Rol van Fort 
• Er zijn weinig goede restaurants, hier in de buurt is een 

chique buurt.  
• Fort kan dienen als horeca en voorzieningen voor zowel 

upper-class als dagjestoerist.
• Daarnaast goede uitvalsbasis voor zakelijke toeristen met 

congres in de RAI
• Eerste plek vanuit Amsterdam waar men het water op kan. 

Dit strategisch gebruiken. 
 
Openbare verbinding  
• Noord-zuidlijn wordt doorgetrokken, wellicht tot aan het 

Nieuwe Meer, vanaf daar is het kort en leuk fietsen naar 
Westeinderplassen.  
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• Bootverbinding voor fietsers is mogelijk met klein aantal 
aanpassingen. Zoals heropenen van sluizen en bruggen. 
Financiering voor nodig.

m r s .  G r o e n  &  m r .  t e n  B r u m m e l h u i s 
S T E L L I N G  V A N  A M S T E R D A M

Marjolein Groen: is hier korter werkzaam en ook nog niet op 
Fort Kudelstaart geweest 
Eric ten Brummelhuis: werkt sinds 2009 bij stelling van Am-
sterdam. Al lang als provincie in gesprek met gemeente om 
Fort Kudelstaart een nieuwe bestemming te geven. Betrokken 
geweest bij bestemmingsplan. 
 
Identiteit: hoe kan Fort Kudelstaart zich binnen de Stelling van 
Amsterdam het beste profileren? Wat is de beoogde identiteit 
van het fort? Niet veel over te zeggen, als er maar herbestem-
ming en restauratie plaats vindt. Voordeel dat Martijn ook geld 
heeft meegebracht. Wel enige die aan het water ligt dus dat 
maakt het uniek. Andere forten waar meer een natuurfunctie 
in zit.  
 
Herbestemming? Zijn eigenlijk overal blij mee. In het verleden 
haalbaarheidsonderzoeken gedaan. Maar verder kun je het niet 
zo goed sturen. Afhankelijkheid van subsidies maakt het ook 
moeilijk. Paar krijgen exploitatie voorziening van gemeente. 
Nooit van provincie. Wel subsidie voor restauratie. Kunstfort 
krijgt bijvoorbeeld wel vanwege culturele functie 
 
Pragmatische visie op herbestemming van de forten. Geen 
doelgerichte vaststellingen.  
 
Provincie is alleen verantwoordelijk voor goede restauratie 
maar verder staan zij er verder vanaf.  
• Zijn er forten die echt specifiek natuurfunctie in zetten.  
Hoe kan de voorgestelde functie als Zeilfort de Stelling van 
Amsterdam in het algemeen versterken?  
Merkt u dat bezoekers van de forten meer komen voor de 
‘nevenfunctie’ (zoals eten, zeilen, fietsen) of is het feit dat het 
cultureel erfgoed is al een trekpleister op zich?  
Dat verschilt heel erg. In het verleden meer mensen die echt 
militaire interesse hadden. Maar een fort maakt het altijd wel 
uniek ten opzichte van andere forten.  
Heeft u inzicht in het aantal bezoekers van het aantal bezoe-
kers dat de Stelling van Amsterdam bezoekt? Zijn dit mensen 
die als ‘stellingtoeristen’ meerdere forten per dag bezoeken of 

bezoeken zij losse forten?  
 
Qua bezoekers heeft fort Kudelstaart potentie om 2de bezoch-
te fort te worden van de in totaal 44 forten. Pampus is best 
bezochte fort. Verder zijn er niet echt cijfers over omdat die 
niet echt gemeten worden.  
 
Hoe ziet u de toekomst van de Stelling van Amsterdam zich 
voor u? Wat zijn de ambities?  
Je hebt het muziekfort, zeilfort, museumfort etc. Op welke 
manier wordt natuur gebruikt als trekpleister binnen de Stelling 
van Amsterdam? 
Er zijn forten die echt specifiek natuurfunctie in zetten 
Parkeren / bezoekers?  
Fort Resort Beemster trekt wel echt bezoekers uit de omge-
ving. Fort Hoofddorp minder 
Multifunctioneel gebruik van parkeergarage? Minder behoefte 
aan parkeerplaatsen? 
Vragen aan gemeente, zit een exploitatie verhaal achter. Je wilt 
terrein ook zo weinig mogelijk aanpassen.  
Andere forten wel mogelijk om 500+ mensen uit te nodigen? 
Fort Beemster de grootste. Er zal altijd een beperking blijven 
bij Forten. Veel dijkweggetjes. Uitdaging om te kijken hoe 
bezoekers op een andere manier kunnen kijken. Fort Beemster: 
ergens anders parkeren en laatste stukje met (leen)fiets. Andere 
forten hebben hier minder last van vanwege de ondernemers-
keuze die gemaakt wordt. Fort Pampus parkeerplaats ligt 
eindje verderop, bezoekers doen laatste stukje lopend door 
vestingstadje.  

Catalyst effect – invloed op de regio  
Hoe ontwikkelde de regio bij andere forten zich? Hoe heeft 
de ontwikkeling van bijvoorbeeld Fort Pampus of Hoofddorp 
invloed gehad op de regio?  
Hebben daar niet zo'n goed zicht op. Actuele kwestie om meer 
voedsel vanuit de directe omgeving te gaan gebruiken. Meer 
sierbloemen van Aalsmeer op het fort?? Platform voedsel 
verbindt. Hoe werken zij samen? MRA en provincie en behoef-
te vanuit ondernemers. Stichting Liniebreed ondernemend. 
Specifiek voor marketing 
Als fort Kudelstaart eenmaal ontwikkelt enorme stimulans voor 
omgeving. Dat zie je ook bij fort pampus -> meer mensen die 
hapje gaan eten in Muiden.  
Hoe wordt er gekeken naar de kwaliteiten van de regio bij het 
bepalen van de functie van een bepaald fort? 

Fort Kudelstaart 
In de Startnotities van de Westeinderscheg staan plannen om 
Fort Kudelstaart bereikbaar te maken over het water, bijvoor-
beeld een pontje via Fort Aalsmeer. Op welke manieren wordt 
er nagedacht over transport via water?  
Komt mij niet bekend voor. Wel veel bezig geweest met fiets, 
wandel en zelfs kano routes tussen forten. Zouden daar wel 
mogelijkheden zijn? Als het goed is wel. Ligt ook aan hoe fort 
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Aalsmeer zich gaat ontwikkelen.  
Schuiven met vergunningen: wordt er over nagedacht om daar 
iets mee te doen? 
Er zijn maar 2 vaste bootverbindingen. Allebei naar Pampus 
(zowel eigen beheer als particulier). En naar Vuurtoreneiland. 
Helemaal gekoppeld aan het restaurant.   
Het Zeilfort lijkt zich met name te richten op een wat hoger 
segment, waar andere forten zich meer lijken te focussen 
op dagjesmensen. Hoe past zo’n hoger segment binnen de 
Stelling van Amsterdam?   
Zit ook een horecafunctie bij. We zien het als een verrijking. 
Fort Beemster is ook hoger segment.  
Ambitie: flink in geïnvesteerd als provincie. Maar doen ook 
watermanagement en strategisch landschap. Dat strategische 
landschap is ook unieke aan stelling. Liniedijken. Nieuw vijfjarig 
plan wordt gemaakt. Lopen ook nog een paar andere op dit 
moment.  
Iets wat jullie nog willen meegeven: markt voor watersport 
onderzoeken is misschien wel handig. Is dat nog steeds groei-
ende? Specifiek in dit gebied.  
Bij Fort Muiden was aantasting van historische waarde te groot. 
Fort Kudelstaart is Rijksmonument terwijl andere forten meer 
provinciale monumenten zijn. Rijksdienst voor cultureel erf-
goed heeft ook bij Fort Kudelstaart gekeken. Niet echt verschil 
tussen rijks en provinciaal. Verschilt meer per fort.
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Species name Photo Landscape Physical characteristics Diet Habitat notes Citation

In
se

ct
s

Cuckoo bumblebee 
(Bombus campestris)

Grassland ellow-furred carapace and golden-
yellow hairs on the sides of the 
black abdomen tip

Herbivore - pollen Mainly found on 
Dandelions, various 
thistles and Pigeon 
Weed number of 
specimens found has 
been decreasing in recent 
years

https://www.wildebijen.n
l/gewone_koekoeksho
mmel.html

Heidezand bee 
(Andrena fuscipes )

Dunes - inland 
sandy soils

slender sand bee with a strikingly 
short snout for the female 
specimens and wide light brown hair 
bands on the abdomen. The head 
has light sand colored hairs, the 
thorax is brown haired. Only the 
head shield and the dorsal shield 
are glossy smooth.

Herbivore - pollen Seen on Jasione montana https://www.wildebijen.n
l/heidezandbij.html

Hoverfly (Cheilosia 
illustrata)

Grassland black face, a black scutellum, a 
band of black hair on the thorax and 
another on the third tergite.

Herbivore - pollen Attracted to Chamomille 
and Yarrow

https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Cheilosia_illustrata

A P P E N D I X  I I I
SPECIES TABLE
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A P P E N D I X  I I I
SPECIES TABLE

Species name Photo Native Physical 
characteristics

Impact on fauna Habitat Notes Citation

Pl
an

ts

Meadow 
Buttercup 
(Ranunculus 
acris)

Yes 20 - 60 cm tall, yellow singular 
head flowers

good insect breeding plant. grassland, common in 
meadows

https://www.insectenplanten.nl/drac
htplant039002.html

Chamomille 
(Matricaria 
chamomilla) 

Yes 20 - 40 cm tall, white and 
yellow flower heads

Resting spot for aerial 
invertebrates

common in fields and on 
roadsides

https://www.insectenplanten.nl/drac
htplant111028.html

Common Poppy 
(Papaver rhoeas)

Yes 20 - 60cm tall, large red bloom making their role in meadow 
ecology specific to pollen-
gathering/consuming insects

fields and grasslands (1) 
https://bijenplanten.ontwikkelcentru
m.nl/plant/Plant%20444

Common yarrow 
(Achillea 
millefolium) 

Yes 15 - 60 cm tall, small white 
florets

Flower screens attracts 
hoverflies and parasitic 
wasps, natural predators of 
aphids 

common in grasslands https://www.insectenplanten.nl/drac
htplant111029.html
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A P P E N D I X  I V .
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Jachthavens OverigService & Onderhoud

 Bijzondere gebouwen 

A  Oude Raadhuis, Expositie/
 Cultureel centrum, Dorpsstraat 9
B  Zorgcentrum Aelsmeer
C  Korenmolen De Leeuw, Zijdstraat 28
D  Historische Tuin Aalsmeer, Uiterweg 32
E  Openbare Bibliotheek, Markstraat 19a
F  Crown Theater   
 
G  Gemeentehuis Aalsmeer
 Drie Kolommenplein 1
H Politiebureau Aalsmeer, Dreef 2
J  Bloemenveiling Flora Holland
 Legmeerdijk 313
K  Watertoren, Stommeerweg,
L  Fort Kudelstaart
 Behoort tot de Stelling van Amsterdam.
M  Kerkhof Kalslagen
 Monument met ‘oude grafzerken’
N  Verzetsmonument ‘40-’45

Markt op het Praamplein elke dinsdag   
van 10.00 - 16.00 uur. Koopavond op vrijdag.

 Openbare aanlegplaatsen
1 Recreatiesteunpunt
 tussen Oosteinderpoel en Bosrandbrug
2 Dorpshaven / Praamplein
 boodschappensteiger
3 Kolenhaven 
 passantenboodschappensteiger
4 Recreatie-eiland ‘Vrouwentroost’,
 Openbare plaats voor surfen, zwemmen
 en recreëren. Kudelstaartseweg.
5 Recreatiepunt Loswal
 Zwemsteiger Herenweg
6 Ravesteinakker openbare aanlegplaats
7 Kleine Poelakker openbare aanlegplaats
8 Heerlijkheid openbare aanlegplaats
9  Starteiland openbare aanlegplaats
10 Schuilhavens en ankerplaatsen

 Horeca rond de Westeinder

40 Westeinder Paviljoen
 Kudelstaartseweg 22,  Aalsmeer
 0297-36 49 85
43 The Beach Indoor Sport 
 & Event Center restaurant 
 Oosteinderweg 247a, Aalsmeer
 0297-34 74 44
44  Jones 
 Kudelstaartseweg 222, Kudelstaart
 0297 341836
45    Varend Feesten 
 Rederij van der Meer
 071-50 18 528
46 Op De Hoek
 Kudelstaartseweg 295, Kudelstaart,   
 0297 893057

47 Fietsterras Zeilschool Aalsmeer
 Kudelstaartseweg 64, Aalsmeer
 0297-32 01 22
48  Restaurant Proef en Meer
 Stommeerweg 91, Aalsmeer
 0297-33 10 90
49  Joseph ad Poel
 Stommeerweg 72 , Aalsmeer
 Tel. 0297-76 80 75

Scheepstimmerwerken Kennedy
Pontweg 12, 06-24260645
info@kennedy-scheepstimmerwerken.nl
Heemhorst Watersport
Oosteinderweg 123c, 0297- 38 13 13
info@heemhorstwatersport.nl
Jan van Gent
Oosteinderweg 123c, 0297-38 14 81
info@janvangent.nl

Oosteinderweg 32, 0297-36 03 66 
info@epifanes.nl
 Koninklijke De Vries Scheepsbouw BV
 Oosteinderweg 25, 
0297-38 89 00
Jachtwerf Gouwerok
Dorpsstraat 111, 0297-32 43 35
shipyard@gouwerok.nl
Westeinder Rondvaart
Ligplaats: Praamplein, 0297-34 15 82
info@westeinderrondvaart.nl
Jachthaven Het Bree
Uiterweg 61,
info@stevaco.nl. 
Koopmans Yachtservice
Uiterweg 71, 06-22743351
info@koopmansyachtservice.nl
Jachthaven Otto
Uiterweg 94, 0297-32 40 89
06-22949878, info@jachthavenotto.nl
Otto Grond- en baggerwerken 
0297-32 40 89/06-22949878, 
info@baggerengrondwerken.nl
Jachthaven De Aardbei
Uiterweg 116a,  06-53912923
info@deaardbei.nl
Jachtservice de Vries Westeinder
Uiterweg 95a, 0297-32 44 79
pieter@vriesyard.nl 
Jachthavenbedrijf Piet Huis
Uiterweg 134, 0297-36 74 77
info@piethuisjachthaven.nl

Jachthaven de Oude Werf
Uiterweg 127a, 06-53834571,
06-51598060, info@deoudewerf.nl
Watersportvereniging Aalsmeer
Uiterweg 155, 0297-32 11 33
admin@wvaalsmeer.nl
De Groot Waterbouw
0297-36 17 59
info@degrootwaterbouw.nl
Scheepswerf Th. Otto
Uiterweg 189, 06-23698183
06-55875142, leo@scheepswerfotto.com
Jachthaven Furian
Uiterweg 195-197, 0297-32 60 86
info@furian.nl
Jachthavenbedrijf Persoon
Uiterweg 235, 0297-32 43 38
info@jachthavenpersoon.nl
Jachthaven Flick
Uiterweg 251, 0297-36 83 93

Watersportvereniging Schiphol
Uiterweg 263, 06 - 25 02 57 11

www.wvschiphol.nl
Jachtwerf De Boeier
Uiterweg 282a, 06-53979207

info@jachtwerfdeboeier.nl
Visser Aquamotive
Aalsmeerderdijk 582, Rijsenhout
06-53 45 99 10, Info@visseraquamotive.nl
Jachtservice van Klink/Maru Watersport
Uiterweg 302b, 0297-36 30 10
06-44920654, maru@polyform.nl
Scheepswerf Aalsmeer
Uiterweg 269,  0297-32 48 96

Recreatiepark Aalsmeer
Uiterweg 214 + 303 + 317, 0297-32 21 13
06 - 54305722 info@rp-aalsmeer.nl

R. & S. Jachttechniek
Uiterweg 358, 0297-36 95 96
info@rsjachttechniek.nl
Jachthaven van der Zwaard
Uiterweg 363, 0297-32 50 08
info@vdzwaardjachtwerf.nl
Zeilmakerij Aalsmeer
Uiterweg 379, 0297-36 83 35
info@zeilmakerijaalsmeer.nl
Jachthaven Stenhuis
Uiterweg 417a , 0297-32 50 81
info@jachthavenstenhuis.nl
Watersportvereniging De Residentie
t/o Leimuiderdijk 121 Rijsenhout,
0297-32 54 97, 
destormvogel@zonnet.nl
 Scheeps/jachtwerf Jan Kok
Kerklaan 7 Leimuiden, 071-331 24 96
jankok@xs4all.nl
Waterbouwwerken De Rijk
Noordeinde 21 Leimuiden, 0172-50 81 51
info@derijkleimuiden.nl
Jachthaven van Poelgeest
Burg. Bakhuizenlaan 28 Leimuiden,
0172-50 83 64, dirk@holimpex.nl  

Kempers Watersport
Herenweg 100 Aalsmeer, (bij Leimuiden) 
0172-50 30 00, 
info@kemperswatersport.nl

Jachthaven Gé Been
Herenweg 68 Kudelstaart,
0297-32 71 80, 
jachthavengdbeen@kpnmail.nl
Zethof Gasvulstation
Kudelstaartseweg 117 Kudelstaart,
0297-32 60 97,
info@zethofgasvulstation.nl
Aad van der Ploeg Marine Service 
Kudelstaartseweg 96, 0297-34 57 48 
aadvanderploegmarine@gmail.com
Zeilschool Aalsmeer
Kudelstaartseweg 64, 0297-32 01 22
info@zeilschoolaalsmeer.nl
Westeinder Paviljoen
Kudelstaartseweg 22, 0297-36 49 85
info@westeinderpaviljoen.nl
Dragt Watersport
Stommeerweg 72, 0297-32 44 64
winkel 0297-36 67 81
info@dragtwatersport.nl
Watersportvereniging Nieuwe Meer
Stommeerweg 2, 0297-32 45 89 
06-27 62 19 98 info@wvnieuwemeer.nl

50  Brasserie Nieuwe Meer
 Stommeerweg 2, Aalsmeer
 0297-32 45 89
51 Café - restaurant In de Zotte Wilg
 Uiterweg 27a, Aalsmeer
 0297-32 46 06
52 Het Tuinhuis
 Praamplein Aalsmeer
 0297-32 25 62

53 Rest. Wapen van Aalsmeer 
 & Hotel Aalsmeer
 Dorpsstraat 15, Aalsmeer
 0297-38 55 00
54 Nagoya
 Dorpsstraat 6, Aalsmeer
 0297-26 77 87       
55 De Chinese muur
 Einsteinstraat 79A, Kudelstaart
 0297-34 44 48

56  Steiger 28
 Pontweg 28,Aalsmeer
 0297-32 47 62
57 Hotel restaurant De Jonge Heertjes
 Raadhuisplein 16, Aalsmeer
 0297-32 55 51
58   In den Ossewaerd
 B&B-Kookstudio-Vergaderen
 Vuurlijn 50, De Kwakel
 0297- 52 00 75

The Beach Indoor Sport 
& Event Center restaurant 
Oosteinderweg 247a, Aalsmeer
0297-34 74 44

Deze waterkaart wordt u aangeboden door: Aalsmeer Westeinder promotie. Een samenwerkingsverband van de lokale watersportbedrijven. www.aalsmeerwesteinder.nl
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Node Wireless

Watersportbedrijf of vereniging 

Restaurant/café

Openbare aanlegplaats / Ankerplaats

Openbaar gebouw

Kerk , bezienswaardigheid

© De uitgever aanvaardt geen enkele aansprakelijkheid over de eventuele onjuistheden op deze kaart.
Niets van de kaart mag zonder schriftelijke toestemming van de stichting overgenomen worden. 
info@aalsmeerwesteinder.nl

Rode ton: markering gevaarlijk punt

Gele boei: bebakening speciaal vaarwater

Slalom baan 

Kanoroute (goed te varen met sloep)

Legenda

Bebakening doorvaarten

Ondiepte

Waterdiepte in decimeter

Vaste brug, doorvaarthoogte in decimeter

Beweegbare brug, doorvaarthoogte in decimeter

Doorvaart

Veerpont - alleen voetgangers en fietsers

H12

BB H12

Zwembad De Waterlelie

Kinderboerderij

Vuilwaterstation
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Jachthavens OverigService & Onderhoud

 Bijzondere gebouwen 

A  Oude Raadhuis, Expositie/
 Cultureel centrum, Dorpsstraat 9
B  Zorgcentrum Aelsmeer
C  Korenmolen De Leeuw, Zijdstraat 28
D  Historische Tuin Aalsmeer, Uiterweg 32
E  Openbare Bibliotheek, Markstraat 19a
F  Crown Theater   
 
G  Gemeentehuis Aalsmeer
 Drie Kolommenplein 1
H Politiebureau Aalsmeer, Dreef 2
J  Bloemenveiling Flora Holland
 Legmeerdijk 313
K  Watertoren, Stommeerweg,
L  Fort Kudelstaart
 Behoort tot de Stelling van Amsterdam.
M  Kerkhof Kalslagen
 Monument met ‘oude grafzerken’
N  Verzetsmonument ‘40-’45

Markt op het Praamplein elke dinsdag   
van 10.00 - 16.00 uur. Koopavond op vrijdag.

 Openbare aanlegplaatsen
1 Recreatiesteunpunt
 tussen Oosteinderpoel en Bosrandbrug
2 Dorpshaven / Praamplein
 boodschappensteiger
3 Kolenhaven 
 passantenboodschappensteiger
4 Recreatie-eiland ‘Vrouwentroost’,
 Openbare plaats voor surfen, zwemmen
 en recreëren. Kudelstaartseweg.
5 Recreatiepunt Loswal
 Zwemsteiger Herenweg
6 Ravesteinakker openbare aanlegplaats
7 Kleine Poelakker openbare aanlegplaats
8 Heerlijkheid openbare aanlegplaats
9  Starteiland openbare aanlegplaats
10 Schuilhavens en ankerplaatsen

 Horeca rond de Westeinder

40 Westeinder Paviljoen
 Kudelstaartseweg 22,  Aalsmeer
 0297-36 49 85
43 The Beach Indoor Sport 
 & Event Center restaurant 
 Oosteinderweg 247a, Aalsmeer
 0297-34 74 44
44  Jones 
 Kudelstaartseweg 222, Kudelstaart
 0297 341836
45    Varend Feesten 
 Rederij van der Meer
 071-50 18 528
46 Op De Hoek
 Kudelstaartseweg 295, Kudelstaart,   
 0297 893057

47 Fietsterras Zeilschool Aalsmeer
 Kudelstaartseweg 64, Aalsmeer
 0297-32 01 22
48  Restaurant Proef en Meer
 Stommeerweg 91, Aalsmeer
 0297-33 10 90
49  Joseph ad Poel
 Stommeerweg 72 , Aalsmeer
 Tel. 0297-76 80 75

Scheepstimmerwerken Kennedy
Pontweg 12, 06-24260645
info@kennedy-scheepstimmerwerken.nl
Heemhorst Watersport
Oosteinderweg 123c, 0297- 38 13 13
info@heemhorstwatersport.nl
Jan van Gent
Oosteinderweg 123c, 0297-38 14 81
info@janvangent.nl

Oosteinderweg 32, 0297-36 03 66 
info@epifanes.nl
 Koninklijke De Vries Scheepsbouw BV
 Oosteinderweg 25, 
0297-38 89 00
Jachtwerf Gouwerok
Dorpsstraat 111, 0297-32 43 35
shipyard@gouwerok.nl
Westeinder Rondvaart
Ligplaats: Praamplein, 0297-34 15 82
info@westeinderrondvaart.nl
Jachthaven Het Bree
Uiterweg 61,
info@stevaco.nl. 
Koopmans Yachtservice
Uiterweg 71, 06-22743351
info@koopmansyachtservice.nl
Jachthaven Otto
Uiterweg 94, 0297-32 40 89
06-22949878, info@jachthavenotto.nl
Otto Grond- en baggerwerken 
0297-32 40 89/06-22949878, 
info@baggerengrondwerken.nl
Jachthaven De Aardbei
Uiterweg 116a,  06-53912923
info@deaardbei.nl
Jachtservice de Vries Westeinder
Uiterweg 95a, 0297-32 44 79
pieter@vriesyard.nl 
Jachthavenbedrijf Piet Huis
Uiterweg 134, 0297-36 74 77
info@piethuisjachthaven.nl

Jachthaven de Oude Werf
Uiterweg 127a, 06-53834571,
06-51598060, info@deoudewerf.nl
Watersportvereniging Aalsmeer
Uiterweg 155, 0297-32 11 33
admin@wvaalsmeer.nl
De Groot Waterbouw
0297-36 17 59
info@degrootwaterbouw.nl
Scheepswerf Th. Otto
Uiterweg 189, 06-23698183
06-55875142, leo@scheepswerfotto.com
Jachthaven Furian
Uiterweg 195-197, 0297-32 60 86
info@furian.nl
Jachthavenbedrijf Persoon
Uiterweg 235, 0297-32 43 38
info@jachthavenpersoon.nl
Jachthaven Flick
Uiterweg 251, 0297-36 83 93

Watersportvereniging Schiphol
Uiterweg 263, 06 - 25 02 57 11

www.wvschiphol.nl
Jachtwerf De Boeier
Uiterweg 282a, 06-53979207

info@jachtwerfdeboeier.nl
Visser Aquamotive
Aalsmeerderdijk 582, Rijsenhout
06-53 45 99 10, Info@visseraquamotive.nl
Jachtservice van Klink/Maru Watersport
Uiterweg 302b, 0297-36 30 10
06-44920654, maru@polyform.nl
Scheepswerf Aalsmeer
Uiterweg 269,  0297-32 48 96

Recreatiepark Aalsmeer
Uiterweg 214 + 303 + 317, 0297-32 21 13
06 - 54305722 info@rp-aalsmeer.nl

R. & S. Jachttechniek
Uiterweg 358, 0297-36 95 96
info@rsjachttechniek.nl
Jachthaven van der Zwaard
Uiterweg 363, 0297-32 50 08
info@vdzwaardjachtwerf.nl
Zeilmakerij Aalsmeer
Uiterweg 379, 0297-36 83 35
info@zeilmakerijaalsmeer.nl
Jachthaven Stenhuis
Uiterweg 417a , 0297-32 50 81
info@jachthavenstenhuis.nl
Watersportvereniging De Residentie
t/o Leimuiderdijk 121 Rijsenhout,
0297-32 54 97, 
destormvogel@zonnet.nl
 Scheeps/jachtwerf Jan Kok
Kerklaan 7 Leimuiden, 071-331 24 96
jankok@xs4all.nl
Waterbouwwerken De Rijk
Noordeinde 21 Leimuiden, 0172-50 81 51
info@derijkleimuiden.nl
Jachthaven van Poelgeest
Burg. Bakhuizenlaan 28 Leimuiden,
0172-50 83 64, dirk@holimpex.nl  

Kempers Watersport
Herenweg 100 Aalsmeer, (bij Leimuiden) 
0172-50 30 00, 
info@kemperswatersport.nl

Jachthaven Gé Been
Herenweg 68 Kudelstaart,
0297-32 71 80, 
jachthavengdbeen@kpnmail.nl
Zethof Gasvulstation
Kudelstaartseweg 117 Kudelstaart,
0297-32 60 97,
info@zethofgasvulstation.nl
Aad van der Ploeg Marine Service 
Kudelstaartseweg 96, 0297-34 57 48 
aadvanderploegmarine@gmail.com
Zeilschool Aalsmeer
Kudelstaartseweg 64, 0297-32 01 22
info@zeilschoolaalsmeer.nl
Westeinder Paviljoen
Kudelstaartseweg 22, 0297-36 49 85
info@westeinderpaviljoen.nl
Dragt Watersport
Stommeerweg 72, 0297-32 44 64
winkel 0297-36 67 81
info@dragtwatersport.nl
Watersportvereniging Nieuwe Meer
Stommeerweg 2, 0297-32 45 89 
06-27 62 19 98 info@wvnieuwemeer.nl

50  Brasserie Nieuwe Meer
 Stommeerweg 2, Aalsmeer
 0297-32 45 89
51 Café - restaurant In de Zotte Wilg
 Uiterweg 27a, Aalsmeer
 0297-32 46 06
52 Het Tuinhuis
 Praamplein Aalsmeer
 0297-32 25 62

53 Rest. Wapen van Aalsmeer 
 & Hotel Aalsmeer
 Dorpsstraat 15, Aalsmeer
 0297-38 55 00
54 Nagoya
 Dorpsstraat 6, Aalsmeer
 0297-26 77 87       
55 De Chinese muur
 Einsteinstraat 79A, Kudelstaart
 0297-34 44 48

56  Steiger 28
 Pontweg 28,Aalsmeer
 0297-32 47 62
57 Hotel restaurant De Jonge Heertjes
 Raadhuisplein 16, Aalsmeer
 0297-32 55 51
58   In den Ossewaerd
 B&B-Kookstudio-Vergaderen
 Vuurlijn 50, De Kwakel
 0297- 52 00 75

The Beach Indoor Sport 
& Event Center restaurant 
Oosteinderweg 247a, Aalsmeer
0297-34 74 44

Deze waterkaart wordt u aangeboden door: Aalsmeer Westeinder promotie. Een samenwerkingsverband van de lokale watersportbedrijven. www.aalsmeerwesteinder.nl


